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Dry Oil Elixir can work wonders for
dry and damaged hair. The rich
Omega Oils soften hair, and hold
moisture so that hair feels soft and
smooth. The best way to apply it is
to rub a small amount between your
hands to dry, or almost dry, clean
hair from roots to ends one section
at a time, and rake through. Wrap
your hair in a towel for at least 5
minutes and then follow with a
gentle curl-friendly shampoo. For
extra conditioning, keep it in
overnight and wash hair in the
morning.
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To soothe an itchy and/or dry scalp,
spray 1 pump directly onto irritated
area and work into scalp using
fingers.  Oil can be left on scalp until
next shampoo day.  Do not use on
open wounds or broken skin..

Dry Oil Elixir is a great way to set
skin for makeup application.  A
little goes a long way, so spray a
small amount onto hands and
work into the face until fully
absorbed, paying                
 special attention to           
 hairline, cheeks,                         
 and around the                            
 nose (driest parts                          
 of face). Your face                                      
is now ready for                                       
make-up!

Dry Oil Elixir gently and effortlessly
dissolves impurities and makeup
and leaves skin with a beautiful,
healthy look and clean feel. Apply
1-2 pumps to face with fingertips or
cotton pad. Gently massage until all
makeup is removed and face feels
cleansed.

When you hop
out of the shower,
ditch the
chemical-filled
and greasy body
lotion for a dry oil
treatment to lock
the moisture in.
No need for a
separate face
cream…the Dry Oil
Elixir is good for
you from head to
toe!

Want to add some
shine to dry and dull
hair?  Spray  2-3
pumps on dry or
almost dry hair and
with hands, press the
oil into the ends of
your hair until
absorbed. We love
using the Dry Oil
Elixir as an all-natural
styling sheen for
natural hair or for
braids and extensions!

Hey Guys!  We wouldn’t leave
you out.  Use the Dry Oil Elixir to
keep your beards soft, shiny, and
healthy.  The best time to apply
Dry Oil Elixir to a beard is after a
hot shower, when beards are
cleanest and softest; this is
when they will most easily
absorb the oils.  Spray 1-2 
pumps onto hands and work 
into a clean and dry beard 
until absorbed.

Give those digits the TLC               
they deserve! Spray 1 pump into
palm and dip opposite nail into
palm. Use circular motion to
gently massage oil into nails
and cuticles, one at a time, until
absorbed.   Repeat for other
hand.
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